
Project Spotlight 

From Segmented to Spacious

In this recent Lower Gwynedd first-floor 
remodel, the Custom Craft team opened up 
a compartmentalized first floor by removing 
some walls, unnecessary millwork, and other wall 
treatments. Now, homeowners have a clear view 
into their living room, kitchen, and dining room, 
making it easier to visit with guests, keep an eye 
on the kids, and spend time together as a family. 
Additionally, the updated, classic look makes the 
house feel much more like home.
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From Segmented to Spacious 
Clearing up visual clutter

Happy Kitchen, Happy Home  
Bringing joy back to cooking 

Design Trend: Workstation Sinks 
A space-saving solution for small kitchens

News & Events: KBIS 2023 
Discover this year’s hottest kitchen and bath trends

Lower Gwynedd  
First Floor Transformation
Modern & open with classic style
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NEWS & EVENTS

KBIS 2023
The annual Kitchen and Bath Industry Show is always an exciting event in the 
remodeling world, and this year’s show did not disappoint. From spa-like wellness 
features in the bathroom to indoor-outdoor kitchen surfaces and even laundry 
room innovations, we’re looking forward to integrating these features into our next 
projects. Get a sneak peek of top kitchen trends from KBIS on our blog! 

Our featured project’s kitchen includes a workstation sink — a rising trend in 2023 that 
made several appearances at this year’s Kitchen and Bath Industry Show. Workstation sinks 
have deep basins with modular pieces like cutting boards, drying racks, and colanders 
that fit neatly into the sink without taking up any counter space. This innovative concept is 
especially useful in small kitchens where workspace is limited. 

An isolated, cluttered kitchen can bring even the most passionate 
home chef down. Luckily for these homeowners, we dramatically 
improved their heart-of-the-home with an expansive, storage-filled 
island, new ceiling-height cabinets, and a more open space so 
they can visit with each other and their guests while cooking. As a 
bonus, the beautiful, thick countertop and elegant, angled range 
hood add visual interest and unique character.

Happy Kitchen, Happy Home
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Design Trends  
 Workstation Sinks


